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SUPPORTING WORKERS BY ACCOUNTING FOR CARE*

Noah D. Zatz**

In this article, I argue that two pathologies in contemporary antipoverty policy—inadequate childcare assistance and failure to value parental caregiving as work—are flip sides of one coin. That coin is “childcare invisibility.” Childcare invisibility is a ubiquitous feature of “means testing,” a basic technique that targets assistance to low-income households in programs like Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly known as Food Stamps), and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). Means testing identifies who is poor, in the sense of lacking the “means” to meet basic needs, and who therefore requires assistance. Unlike food, clothing, shelter, and so on, childcare makes no appearance in the basket of goods and services that these policies use to determine what a household needs to maintain a minimally decent standard of living.¹ Childcare again goes unseen when the government determines whether those needs are being met or, instead, whether the household requires assistance to make ends meet. This absence from the two sides of means-testing—needs and resources—is childcare invisibility.

Childcare’s invisibility within means testing also implicates childcare’s status as work. This connection arises from two legacies of 1990s welfare reform that made anti-poverty policy into “work” policy as well. First, work requirements became central to benefits for low-income families with children, most notably when TANF replaced the New Deal-era Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). AFDC initially had not included work requirements, and eventually it became the primary target of efforts to “end welfare as we know it.” Now, poverty relief depends on laying claim to “worker” status. Second, massive new benefits have been directed to low-income families with children and a working adult. Programs like the EITC and the Child Care and Development Fund (CCDF) provide “work supports” to the “working poor.” No longer does policy assume that “workers” can be left to live off market earnings alone. Whether old benefits are withdrawn from those who do not work or new benefits are granted to those who do, access to poverty relief now requires passing a work test in addition to a means test. That is why it matters so much that these policies do not see family caretaking as a form of work.
To end childcare invisibility, I propose that we begin accounting for care. First, we should fully incorporate childcare into the needs and resources prongs of means testing. Like food or shelter, childcare should count among the basic needs that any household with children ought to have the resources to meet. When these childcare needs are met through nonmarket care, we should count as a resource the household’s savings from not having to spend income to hire third-party care, which in turn lowers its need for government assistance.

Second, accounting for care also transforms the work-testing component of antipoverty policy. Nonmarket caretaking should satisfy work requirements when it meets childcare needs that otherwise would be met through government transfers. This conclusion follows directly from applying a standard theory of work requirements that treats work as a form of self-support that limits the need for government assistance. This theory has been thought to privilege market employment and exclude nonmarket care as nonwork, but that result no longer follows once childcare is made visible within means testing. Thus, while I build on longstanding feminist arguments for recognizing caretaking as valuable work, my approach breaks new ground by relying on a theory of work tailored to means-tested benefits.

This part analyzes how childcare invisibility functions within means testing. This aspect of childcare invisibility disadvantages employed single parents relative to those who care for their own children. Among two-parent households, it disadvantages dual-earner couples relative to those with a breadwinner/caretaker division of labor; within the latter, it disadvantages the caretaker. These problems arise because means-testing systems were built on a “family wage” model of social policy, one that assumes a breadwinner/caretaker division of labor and focuses exclusively on cash transactions. Truly fixing these problems requires recognizing that childcare is needed, and provided, regardless of whether all parents are employed or whether there is an at-home caregiver; the differences concern only shifts between nonmarket and market forms of care.

A means test compares what a household needs with its resources available to meet those needs—its “means.” A “standard of need” represents the minimum income on which a household can be expected to live, and from this one subtracts available income. A cash transfer makes up any difference. A longstanding concern about means-tested benefits is that they reduce the financial incentive to increase earnings. The standard economic model treats means testing as an implicit tax because when earnings rise, transfers decline. The additional earnings essentially get split between reducing government transfers and going into the earner’s pockets.
If, however, increasing employment also means losing the ability to provide childcare oneself, then not only do transfers decline, but the parent also must make alternate childcare arrangements. If those arrangements cost money, then wage-earning parents can easily end up financially worse off than non-earners, despite a significantly higher cash income. This problem is especially acute for low-wage workers, because childcare costs can easily approach or exceed earnings from even full-time work. Research in the early 1990s showed that these and other “costs of working” meant that single mothers receiving public assistance could not break even financially unless they got full-time jobs paying one-and-a-half to two times the minimum wage.3

This counterintuitive result of earning more but having less arises from two related ways in which childcare is structurally invisible within conventional means-tested transfer programs. First, childcare is not included when setting the standard of need. Consequently, regardless of whether households contain only employed parents or instead include an at-home caregiver, existing policies treat them all as having the same financial needs, which do not include childcare. Second, employed parents are treated as necessarily having higher incomes available to meet these fixed needs, not accounting for how a household with an at-home caregiver obtains valuable childcare without having to pay for it in cash.

In combination, these two aspects of conventional means testing lead to overstating economic well-being and therefore understating the need for transfers. This dynamic disadvantages families that have to pay for childcare relative to those with a family caretaker. Among single-parent households, the result is a clear disadvantage for employed parents.

Similarly, among two-parent households, childcare invisibility disadvantages dual-earner couples relative to those with breadwinner/caretaker divisions of labor. The former have a higher cash income, but their higher childcare expenses remain invisible. More subtly, this result may be bad individually for caretakers in two-parent households, notwithstanding the benefit at the household level.4 Holding the couple (and the breadwinner’s employment) constant, the means test conditions transfers on the caretaker remaining out of the labor market, as with a single caretaker. Additionally, holding caretaking constant, the work test conditions her access to transfers on remaining coupled to the wage-earner, for reasons described below.5

Childcare’s invisibility is no accident. To the contrary, it reflects the integration of poverty measurement and poverty relief into a broader social policy regime constructed in the early 20th century to support a family wage system.6 This regime
rests on an idealization in which citizens dwell in families headed by a married cross-sex couple, one of whom (guess which) is (at least primarily) a market wage-earner while the other (guess which) is (at least primarily) their children’s caretaker. The “breadwinner” is the “American Worker” whose market production brings resources into the household where they are consumed by his “dependents.”

The influence of family wage norms dovetails with a conception of household economic well-being grounded in cash purchases in consumer markets. Households are poor when they lack the money to buy things. This understanding of poverty reflects broader tendencies to identify economic activity with markets and to identify social citizenship with participation in a “consumer’s republic.” If childcare is assumed to be provided by the mother, then childcare is excluded from household needs measured in cash. And because caretaking (and housework generally) produces no cash for use in consumer markets, it adds nothing to a cash measure of resources available to meet household needs.

Fingerprints of this consumerist family wage model lie all over the origins of current poverty measurement. When the first federal poverty thresholds were developed in the early 1960s, officials based them on surveys of actual expenditure patterns. Childcare was virtually absent from these family budgets because employment was a relative rarity among mothers, especially married ones with young children, and even then care almost always was provided without charge by a relative. Since then, official poverty measures have been adjusted only for inflation, not for changes in the composition of household spending.

In this way, the work/family patterns of the 1950s literally remain built into contemporary poverty measurement. As a result, a household of three adults has the same poverty line as a household of one adult and two children, and the latter has the same poverty line regardless of whether the adult is available as a caretaker. Variations in childcare costs among these three-person households are invisible to official determinations of economic need.

Childcare’s invisibility in poverty measurement carries over into assessments of financial need that determine eligibility for antipoverty programs. For instance, TANF financial eligibility standards typically aim to establish whether a household has “sufficient income to meet their most basic needs” or the like. Yet childcare never appears in any state’s explanation of what those basic needs include, even when they provide detailed lists including not only housing, clothing, food, utilities, and health care but also “recreation” or even “scout uniforms.”
Fresh approaches to policy redesign open up once we trace means testing’s pathological treatment of childcare to its grounding in a family wage model. The solutions lie in rejecting the assumptions both that childcare is provided outside the market and that markets are the exclusive determinant of a household’s economic well-being. This section argues for taking the first of these two steps by treating childcare as a basic need of all households with children.

Imagine if poverty measurement and antipoverty policy began with a household in which all adults are employed full-time. Childcare would seem indistinguishable from other necessities like food, clothing, and shelter. That is precisely my proposal: simply treat childcare as something that all households with children need.

Others have taken a step in this direction with “basic needs budgets” or “self-sufficiency standards.” These incorporate employed parents’ childcare expenses into calculations of how much income a household needs to meet its basic needs. Of course, these expenses vary by the number, age, and health status of the household’s children, and so the amount added varies accordingly. These proposals fall short, however, because they remain anchored in the cash economy of market earnings and market spending. Childcare becomes visible only when all adults are in the labor market or otherwise systematically unavailable to provide care. With a nonmarket caretaker present, childcare again disappears from the analysis.

This market-centered approach to childcare mirrors an early poverty measurement approach to subsistence food production by farm families. Because farm families purchased less food, they were deemed to have lower household needs, reflected in lower poverty thresholds that persisted until 1981. By analogy to childcare, one might treat food purchases as a “work expense.” After all, only when farmers stop farming and enter the labor market do they need to buy groceries for dinner, and so only then is food included in the tally of household needs. By this logic, families that farm do not need to eat, just like families that include a nonmarket caretaker do not need to ensure their kids are cared for. This is silly. What varies in these cases is not a household’s economic needs, but only whether those needs are met through nonmarket production or market consumption. Accordingly, I would extend the basic needs budgeting approach by incorporating childcare into the standard of need for all households, not only those that lack a nonmarket caretaker. Whether or not you grow your own, we all need to eat.

Alongside work-based welfare reform, a consensus emerged that lack of childcare could justify a transfer recipient’s failure to work and that, to avoid this situation, public resources should be devoted to providing access to childcare. The precise contours of these principles remain controversial, but even the Heritage
Foundation concedes that “if low-skilled single mothers are moved into the labor force, childcare assistance must be provided.”23 Funding for childcare assistance to low-income households has expanded massively in tandem with the growing emphasis on work.24

This work-expense framework yields two kinds of institutional responses. The first deducts some or all childcare expenses from gross earnings; the resulting net income becomes the measure of household resources for the purpose of poverty measurement or means testing.25 The second, now dominant, approach leaves means-tested cash transfers untouched but creates a separate childcare benefit tied to employment. Rather than providing additional cash to cover childcare expenses, direct childcare assistance relieves parents of out-of-pocket expenses.

Both approaches shift childcare costs from employed parents to the state. But if not to meet basic needs, then why? The usual rationale is some variant on “supporting work” or enabling transfer recipients to comply with work requirements. These rationales lose track of why work is promoted within a means-tested transfer system. Instead, antipoverty policy slides toward making employment an end in itself.26

The simple problem is that childcare assistance is enormously expensive. For a household with a toddler and a school-age child, a typical state CCDF program would authorize childcare subsidies totaling about $11,500 per year.27 This roughly equals the median maximum household benefit that a household of three without any income would get from TANF and SNAP combined.28 It also roughly equals full-time, full-year earnings at the minimum wage, net of federal payroll taxes.29

Linking childcare assistance to employment collides with the theory that employment reduces reliance on transfers. What is the point of these childcare expenses? To support work. And why is work important? Because it reduces transfers in favor of self-support.30 Except that work may not reduce transfers once childcare becomes visible and work triggers new transfers. This contradiction is masked by keeping a separate set of books for cash assistance (which employment reduces) and childcare assistance (which it increases).31

Treating childcare as a basic need is straightforward with regard to the household needs side of means testing. Instead of one cash assistance program that ignores
childcare and a separate childcare assistance program for some employed parents, there should be a single program with a comprehensive standard of need, childcare included. In practical terms, this means integrating what are now separate systems for providing income support through TANF and childcare assistance through CCDF.

Integrating cash and childcare assistance can be accomplished by taking existing standards of need and adding to them the reimbursement rates already authorized for childcare assistance. Schematically, if existing cash assistance programs assume that a household needs $10,000 per year, exclusive of childcare, and existing childcare assistance programs authorize government expenditures of $6,000 per year to provide care for a low-income worker’s child, then the two can be combined to yield a $16,000 standard of need. Existing reimbursement rates vary with children’s age, special needs, and types of care, and so too would the new standards of need. They would also reflect how needs vary with the number of children. In the example above, a second child would raise the standard of need to $22,000. Of course, there’s nothing magical about existing standards of need and reimbursement rates. They could be too high or too low, but those concerns are distinct from the question of integration.

The next step addresses the household resources side of means testing. Here, the challenge arises from implementing the proposition that childcare does not vanish as a basic need when a family caretaker is present. Instead, that need is met by the caretaker directly, not through purchasing care as a consumer service. Correspondingly, the means-testing calculus must widen its net beyond market transactions in order to capture the household’s nonmarket resources for meeting its needs.

Failing to account for this nonmarket resource would generate a windfall in transfers to households that include a nonmarket caretaker. For those households, measuring resources in cash alone would generate a transfer large enough to pay for childcare and other needs. However, with a caretaker present who spends her time, but not her money, on childcare, the portion of the transfer designated for childcare ends up left over, even after all other basic needs are paid for. Such windfalls arise whenever resources that the household can use to satisfy its needs are not counted in the means test’s measurement of income.

That windfalls result from unmeasured income provides a clue toward preventing them. Consider the more familiar example of food. Like $200 in cash, a $200 gift certificate to a grocery store should count as “income” because it substitutes for $200 in transfers otherwise needed to purchase food. Moving further from cash
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toward in-kind resources, the same analysis applies to a gifted shopping cart full of $200 in essential groceries. Not counting any of these as income would create a $200 windfall relative to what the transfer is designed to provide.

Windfalls to nonmarket caretakers can be avoided using the same basic techniques that capture in-kind income. Like a full shopping cart and food expenses, nonmarket caretaking allows the household to avoid childcare expenses. Therefore, the solution is to credit the household with “imputed income,” an accounting device that treats avoided expenses as equivalent to income used to pay the expense. In this case, the amount of imputed income from caretaking would equal the amount designated for childcare in the standard of need.

By anchoring imputed income in the standard of need, my approach aims to capture realistically the trade-off between devoting time (but not money) to childcare versus devoting time to employment and its earnings to childcare. For a household with one sixteen-year-old who has no special needs, caretaking would yield no imputed income because existing childcare programs would not fund any care at all (thirteen is the usual age cutoff)—reflecting the judgment that adult supervision outside school hours is not necessary, even if it may be desirable. In contrast, the imputed income from caring for three pre-schoolers might well exceed the parent’s opportunity costs in the labor market. It all depends on the number, age, and health status of the children, and the price and quality of acceptable childcare. Generally speaking, for low-wage workers, wage income will be roughly equivalent to imputed income from caring for two preschool-age children without special needs.

Just as traditional means testing focuses on spending cash in consumer markets, traditional work requirements focus on earning cash in labor markets. Likewise, incorporating nonmarket income and consumption into means testing provides the foundation for incorporating nonmarket production into work requirements.

Exactly what activities satisfy current work requirements in TANF and related programs is quite a bit messier than often assumed. Nonetheless, paid employment clearly provides the paradigm. It is equally clear that policymakers have invoked “work” to justify denying transfers to family caretakers. With only the narrowest and most tenuous of exceptions, caring for a member of one’s own household never counts as work in contemporary welfare policy.

In its raw form, the charge against caretakers is that they are sitting at home doing “nothing.” Thus, the family caretaker is no different than the proverbial Malibu
surfer who looms large in philosophical debates over linking redistribution to work. This “nothing” charge dovetails with childcare’s economic invisibility in the machinery of means testing and poverty measurement. A cash accounting system attributes zero income to the family caretaker, in contrast to the thousands that market employment would generate.

Assessing the “doing nothing” charge requires a theory of work requirements. Many virtues are attributed to employment, but which provide the “something” that makes it work and not “nothing”? This section offers an answer distilled from leading arguments for work requirements and structural features of actual policies.

I begin with a simple, familiar rationale for means-tested transfers: society owes support to people who otherwise could not meet their basic needs through no fault of their own. Faultlessness includes having made reasonable efforts at self-support through one’s own work, where possible.

An expectation of reasonable self-support integrates means testing and work testing at both theoretical and practical levels. A means test identifies those in need by comparing resources to some threshold. Work requirements capture the idea that individuals also can “spend” their time on activities that help meet their economic needs. Someone who could work but does not is someone who has the means to satisfy his basic needs, notwithstanding low income.

This connection between work and need operates automatically within a system of cash accounting. When need is reduced to cash purchasing, work can be reduced to generating cash income.

As noted above, however, means tests have always sought to capture at least some noncash resources. And when in-kind receipts should count as income, the activity producing them should count as work. If an employee gets paid in free rent rather than cash, she still has earnings and still works, though the issue rarely arises because minimum wage law generally mandates cash payment. This analysis applies with equal strength when a household member produces goods or services that are consumed within the household. There is no functional difference between employment paid with a $200 grocery store gift certificate and subsistence farming that produces $200 worth of food.

This approach to identifying nonmarket work draws on, but is narrower than, techniques for identifying nonmarket work based on its substitution for market production. In the means-testing context, what counts is not all economic production but only production of resources that the worker’s household can use to meet its
basic needs. A volunteer firefighter substitutes for a paid firefighter, but this does not put food on her table. Similarly, walking one’s own dog substitutes for hiring a dog walker, but these economic benefits to the household do not concern basic household needs. Accordingly, unlike the farmer, neither the volunteer nor the dog walker would satisfy work requirements on means-tested transfers, even though all three are in some sense engaged in nonmarket work that substitutes for market production. 39

Tying work status to self-support offers an important variation on more familiar feminist theories of nonmarket care work as a basis for transfer receipt. These theories generally rely on the point that nonmarket care is socially valuable, even though the caretaker does not get paid. 40 Producing a social contribution triggers a claim to share in the fruits of this labor (or to relief from the burdens of producing them). 41 On that analysis, the resulting transfer is analogous to a worker’s wage, a share of what she produced. For this reason, social contribution theories typically point toward economic claims by all caretakers, regardless of their poverty status. 42

In contrast, my argument is that low-income caretakers are members of the working poor: they lack the resources to meet basic needs despite reasonable efforts at self-support. The caretaker covers childcare directly but then needs cash transfers with which to buy other necessities. The low-wage worker generates cash to purchase those same necessities, but at the cost of needing yet more cash to obtain childcare. Either way, “work alone is not enough,” 43 and the government steps in to make up the difference with transfers. Such transfers to a low-wage employee do not compensate her for the value of her work, nor do they do so for the low-income caretaker.

Self-support distinguishes childcare from other unpaid but productive work that contributes to society but does not substitute for transfers to the worker, 44 and it avoids the need to interrogate either the magnitude of these contributions or the sufficiency of any compensating private gains. 45 In a delightful twist on gender stereotypes, the caretaker is best compared not to the selfless volunteer but to the yeoman farmer.

Programs that support the working poor provide transfers when work falls short of satisfying all household needs. Current policies accept full-time, minimum wage employment as a sufficient effort at self-support. They do not insist on sixty-hour weeks or obtaining a $12 hourly wage. For instance, TANF states work requirements in weekly hours, typically in the thirty- to forty-hour range.
Nonmarket caretaking presents obvious challenges to this temporal accounting system, but the methods to tackle them have been developed to address similar difficulties with self-employment. Like caretaking, self-employment lacks the hierarchically imposed time discipline and separation of “working time” from “personal time” characteristic of employment. To overcome these challenges, TANF rules permit imputation of time from income. These rules attribute to the self-employed individual hours of work equal to their net business income divided by the minimum wage. This method makes it unnecessary to disentangle various uses of time, so long as the transfer recipient gets the job done, that is, earns the money that offsets transfers.

Applying these methods, nonmarket caretaking can be integrated into hours-based work requirements. Hours worked would equal imputed income divided by the minimum wage. If caretaking substitutes for $12,000 in annual transfers to cover childcare expenses, it is equivalent to full-time work. But if it substitutes for only $6,000, the caretaker would receive credit only for half-time work. In this way, the techniques for quantifying income carry over to attributing hours of work. As a result, caretaking satisfies work requirements to the same extent as a minimum wage job with an equal contribution to self-support.

Accounting for care within work requirements has some counterintuitive effects when applied to two-parent families. In the simple case where both parents are required to work, the effects track those for single-parent households. Nonmarket caretaking shifts from being a basis for disqualification by work requirements to one acceptable method of satisfying them.

What complicates matters is that currently work requirements generally do not apply to both parents. Instead, both TANF and the EITC primarily utilize what I have labeled elsewhere a “breadwinner priority” structure. They require only one adult per household to work. Contrary to the widespread interpretation that welfare reform required low-income mothers to substitute employment for caretaking, instead it has required them to be part of “working families” and permitted a breadwinner/caretaker division of labor. My approach continues to permit caretaking within a two-parent family, but it treats caretakers as satisfying work requirements rather than exempt from them.

Treating caretaking as work provides a basis for reconciling aspects of the existing breadwinner priority policy with a self-support theory of work requirements. Allowing a married parent to be a caretaker and receive need-based transfers is difficult to justify if caretaking is not work when single parents do it. A self-support
analysis also implies that sometimes both parents should be expected to enter the labor market, something the current breadwinner priority model never does. If a family’s only child is sixteen, the state will not provide childcare assistance even if both parents have jobs; therefore, staying home as a caretaker does not further self-support. Allowing it nonetheless suggests an inappropriate thumb on the scale in favor of a (likely gendered) breadwinner/caretaker division of labor.

My proposal obviously calls for a substantial change in the way work requirements currently are structured in major programs designed to assist low-income parents. Given the political and academic popularity of those work policies, skepticism, even scorn, is predictable and understandable. That granted, my approach has three features that differentiate it from a simple recycling of old debates about work and care, features that could create some space for new thinking. First, it integrates caretaking into work requirements; it does not reject work requirements or propose exemptions from them. Second, it treats caretaking as work for reasons that are theoretically and practically intertwined with supporting childcare assistance for employed parents. Third, it integrates the treatment of work and care across single- and two-parent households, creating the potential to leverage policies and politics that already support caretaking in the latter.

My approach is grounded in the deep support for childcare assistance, an area where costly expansions in need-based transfers have remained politically popular. So, too, is the idea that parents should get to control basic child-rearing decisions. Combining the two creates an opening for allowing low-income parents to choose between getting childcare assistance while they earn money and getting money while they provide childcare.

Progressives too often have ceded the discourse of work, responsibility, and self-reliance to the right. The arguments offered here may hold out some hope that we can embrace the cause of the working poor yet fend off its evil twin, abandonment of those who work outside conventional labor markets.
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